Introduction
It is widely accepted that certain cytogenetic abnormalities consistently associate with particular subsets of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) that carry distinct responses to therapy. 1, 2 Approximately 40% of all AML patients are currently classified into distinct groups with variable prognosis based on the presence or absence of specific recurrent cytogenetic abnormalities. AML without favorable and particular unfavorable cytogenetic aberrations is classified as intermediate prognosis. The intermediate-risk cytogenetic subclass of AML includes cytogenetically normal (CN) and AML with other cytogenetic abnormalities and accounts for approximately 60% of all AML patients; and accordingly, recent gene-mutation and gene-expression studies represent a mixture of leukemias with favorable and unfavorable prognoses.
In recent years, a variety of novel molecular markers have refined the risk stratification of intermediate-risk AML. For instance, mutations in FLT3, [3] [4] [5] NPM1, [6] [7] [8] [9] and CEBPA 10-16 all carry variable prognostic value. Recently, IDH1 and IDH2 mutations were identified; but for the time being, the prognostic value of these mutations appears to be controversial. [17] [18] [19] [20] Besides acquired mutations, a number of individual genes have been proposed as important prognostic expression markers (ie, specific gene expression levels were shown to be associated with treatment outcome in AML). For instance, expression of EVI1, [21] [22] [23] BAALC, 24,25 ERG, 26, 27 and MN1 28,29 was proposed as indicators for treatment outcome in AML. Some expression markers, such as WT1, [30] [31] [32] [33] BCL2, 34 INDO, 35 CD34, 36 ABCB1, 37 and FLT3, 38 have been put forward as clinical markers, but their applicability has been less well established or has been controversial.
Previous studies have often assessed the prognostic value of various biomarkers on an individual basis or in a limited collective context. For the purpose of risk stratification and understanding of the relative prognostic importance, it has become crucial to integrate them in a joint analysis. In the present study, we investigate the role of gene expression markers EVI1, WT1, BAALC, ERG, BCL2, ABCB1, INDO, CD34, BCL2, and MN1 (evaluated using standardized microarray analysis) as well as somatic gene mutations in FLT3, N-RAS, CEBPA SM, CEBPA DM , NPM1, IDH1, and IDH2 in survival prognosis in cytogenetically defined intermediate-risk AML. In addition to univariate and multivariate analyses, we adopted a statistical approach that is capable of deriving a simplified prognostic index that can be used for the risk stratification of the intermediate-risk group.
Methods

Patients, cell samples, and molecular analyses
We investigated a cohort of 439 patients (age Ͻ 60 years) with a diagnosis of primary AML or refractory anemia with excess blasts(-t) (n ϭ 17; Table 1 ). All patients were treated according to the HOVON (DutchBelgian Hematology-Oncology Cooperative group) protocols between 1987 and 2006 (www.hovon.nl). [39] [40] [41] This study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Erasmus University Medical Center. The online version of this article contains a data supplement.
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All AML cases in this study were also included in other studies, [16] [17] [22] [23] 42 and subsets of cases have also been investigated in other studies 35, [43] [44] [45] (supplemental Table 1 , available on the Blood Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article). The earlier studies had different study objectives (ie, dealing with individual markers or selected subsets of leukemia; for instance, CN AML).
AML was cytogenetically classified into the following prognostic categories: (I) favorable: t(8;21) and inv (16) After informed consent was given in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, bone marrow aspirates or peripheral blood samples were taken at diagnosis. Blasts and mononuclear cells were purified by Ficoll-Hypaque (Nygaard) centrifugation and cryopreserved. The AML samples contained 80%-100% blast cells after thawing, regardless of the blast count at diagnosis. Mutational analyses were all performed as described previously. 9, 12, 17, 47, 48 Gene profiling and quality control for assessment of gene expression variations A total of 439 AML samples were analyzed using Affymetrix U133Plus2.0 GeneChips (Affymetrix) that contains 54 675 probe sets, representing 20 650 unique genes. The methods have been reported in detail elsewhere. 45, 49 The differences between the scaling/normalization factors of the GeneChips in complete cohort was Ͻ 3-fold (0.62 Ϯ 0.20 
Data preparation
Each of the mutation markers is coded as a binary variable (ie, mutation present [ϩ] or absent). The gene expression of each selected gene was determined from either a single probe or a combination of multiple probes linked to that gene. Probe sets for each expression marker were selected from the Affymetrix U133Plus2.0 GeneChip, based on an accurate annotation and localization using the ENSEMBL genome browser. If one probe per gene was available (MN1, CD34, FLT3, and INDO1), the probe expression intensity was log2-transformed and scaled so that the minimal value equals 0 and the maximal value equals 1. In case multiple probe sets were annotated for a single gene (BAALC, BCL2, ABCB1, EVI1, WT1, and ERG), we reduced the number of variables by performing a factor analysis per gene using the log2-transformed expression data of all 439 AML patient samples. This resulted in a factor score, composed of the expression values from all the representative probe sets, for each individual expression marker. The factor scores were also rescaled so that the minimal value of the score for each gene is 0 and the maximal value is 1.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with R (Version 2.9.2). Both overall survival (OS; with failure defined as death because of any cause) and event-free survival (EFS; with failure defined as no complete remission [set at day 1], relapse, or death in first complete remission) were considered as endpoints for survival analyses.
To determine the prognostic value of the markers, the Cox proportional hazard regression model was used in univariable and multivariable analyses. To further inspect the prognostic importance and/or redundancy of the markers, we applied a variable selection in the Cox proportional hazards model, namely, the Akaike information criterion-based stepwise variable selection and the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), 50 where the optimal penalty parameter was chosen so that it maximizes the cross-validated partial log-likelihood (20-fold crossvalidation). 51 To further evaluate the hierarchy of the prognostic importance, we used tree-structured survival modeling (unbiased recursive partitioning approach of Hothorn et al 52 ) . Estimated probabilities of OS and EFS were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Partial likelihood ratio test was used to evaluate differences between survival distributions.
The bimodal shape of the EVI1 expression distribution (supplemental Figure 3) suggests that there are 2 populations of patients with high and low EVI1 expression. A mixture model fit with normally distributed components 52 supports the evidence for this observation (supplemental Figure 3) . The intersection point of the 2 superimposed densities naturally suggests a threshold (c ϭ 1.15) to decide whether or not the EVI1 was overexpressed. EVI1 expression based on quantitative reverse-transcribed polymerase chain reaction was treated as a categorical variable in previous reports. 21, 22 Here we also use a categorical EVI1 in survival analyses using the reference value of 1.15. A penalized spline fit in Cox proportional hazard regression suggests a nonlinear behavior of EVI1 (P value of a test for linearity .04, best degrees of freedom 2.1 determined by Akaike information criterion). Despite a piecewise constant, transformation might not be the best approximation of the true relationship it manages to separate the distinctive survival characteristic of the small group of patients (8.8%) with high EVI1, which would be masked if we treated EVI1 as linear. The remaining markers are treated on a continuous scale in accordance with their actual distribution pattern. Unless otherwise stated, with "high expression" we refer to high values extreme with respect to the distribution of each marker.
Pair-wise associations between binary markers were assessed by means of 2 test (or Fisher [Halton-Freeman] exact tests when the expected count number in at least one of the cells dropped to Ͻ 5). The direction of the observed associations was measured by a coefficient. Spearman correlation coefficient was used to assess the pair-wise correlations between gene expression markers. Differential gene expression across patient subcategories was tested by means of Wilcoxon sum-rank test (2 categories only) and Kruskal-Wallis test (Ͼ 2 categories). The level .05 has been used as a threshold to declare the statistical significance.
Results
Recurrent mutations and expression levels in cytogenetically defined AML subsets
Details on the molecular and clinical characteristics of the investigated cohort of 439 patients are summarized in Table 1 .
The distribution of the recurrent mutations among the cytogenetically defined AML subsets is summarized in supplemental Table 2 . We note increased frequencies of FLT3 ITD and NPM1 mutations in CN AML as well as the common occurrence of FLT3 ITD and FLT3 TKD in AML with t(15;17). The prevalence of FLT3 TKD and N-RAS mutations is higher in AML with inv(16). IDH1 and both CEBPA SM and CEBPA DM were observed exclusively in intermediate-risk cytogenetic categories (CN and cytogenetically abnormal). K-RAS mutations are relatively rare in AML and were not considered in further analyses.
The majority of expression markers genes show a differential expression in the cytogenetically defined AML subsets (supplemental Figure 1 ). Expression marker genes INDO1 and FLT3 do not have distinctive expression patterns in relationship to the cytogenetically defined subgroups (P values of the overall KruskalWallis test: .301 and .204, respectively). Compared with the normal karyotype group, significantly higher expression of WT1 is associated with t(15;17) (P Ͻ .001), relatively low BCL2 expression is observed in AML with t(8;21) (P Ͻ .001), and high expression of both BAALC and CD34 was detected in t(8;21) and inv(16) groups (P Ͻ .001 for both comparisons). We further noticed elevated MN1 expression in AML with inv(16) compared with the CN group (P Ͻ .001).
Associations between recurrent mutation and expression markers
The summary of pair-wise associations between the binary mutation markers is given in supplemental Table 3 . FLT3 ITD , FLT3 TKD , and IDH1 mutations appear significantly overrepresented in NPM1 mutant group ( coefficients 0.36, 0.15, and 0.28, respectively). On the other hand, FLT3 ITD are more prevalent in AML without
Spearman correlation analysis between the gene expression markers in Figure 1 revealed the following associations: (1) the expression of the marker genes BAALC, CD34, MN1, ERG, and ABCB1 is relatively strongly associated; (2) BAALC exhibits the strongest positive correlation with CD34 expression (correlation coefficient [R] ϭ 0.78) and MN1 (R ϭ 0.76); and (3) moderate associations are also observed between ERG and WT1 (R ϭ 0.43), ERG and BCL2 (R ϭ 0.4), and BCL2 and WT1 (R ϭ 0.36); (4) INDO1 appears to be inversely associated with EVI1 (R ϭ Ϫ0.25), WT1 (R ϭ Ϫ0.28), and ERG (R ϭ Ϫ0.14).
The summary of the association analysis between the mutation and gene expression markers is given in supplemental The multivariable Cox regression analysis (Table 3) shows that CD34, ERG, and CEBPA DM remain significant predictors for OS and EFS after the correction for the remaining markers (respective P values for OS, P ϭ .004, P ϭ .036, and P Ͻ .001; and EFS, P ϭ .005, P ϭ .032, and P Ͻ .001), whereas neither increased BAALC, increased MN1, nor EVI1 expression or the presence of FLT3 ITD is no longer indicative of adverse OS and EFS in intermediate-risk AML. The multivariable survival analysis for CN AML is summarized in supplemental Table 6 . When we control for the remaining prognostic markers, only CEBPA DM and CD34 remain significant in CN AML.
To investigate which minimal subset/combination of markers is sufficient for assessing prognosis, variable selection in Cox proportional hazards models was performed. The LASSO variable selection with an optimal value of 8.7 of the penalization parameter 
Discussion
AML is a group of neoplasms characterized by a variety of genetic and epigenetic aberrations and variable responses to therapy. 1, 2 The pretreatment karyotype of leukemic blasts is currently a key determinant for therapy decision-making in AML. Usually, the largest cytogenetic subclass of AML (ie, those patients with a normal karyotype and patients with prognostically noninformative cytogenetic aberrations) is categorized as intermediate risk.
In recent years, a number of novel markers have been identified as putative classifiers for these AML patients. These markers include a wide variety of acquired mutations as well as expression changes in specific genes.
In previous studies, prognostic risk assessments were put forward based on various expression markers BAALC, 24,25,53 ERG, 26,27 MN1, 28,29 and EVI1. [21] [22] [23] These studies have postulated risk algorithms mainly for CN AML and included only few of the wide variety of mutations and expression markers. Studies addressing the relative importance of the various postulated mutations and expression markers are limited. 54 In this study, we investigated the role of a wide series of genomic biomarkers that included mutations in FLT3, CEBPA, NPM1, NRAS, IDH1, IDH2, and WT1 genes as well as high expression of EVI1, WT1, BCL2, ABCB1, BAALC, FLT3, CD34, INDO, ERG, and MN1 in the risk stratification of intermediate-risk AML. The results reveal particular associations between some of these markers that may strongly affect the collective use of these markers in risk assessment. For instance, we demonstrate an inverse association between NPM1 mutations and Affymetrix HGU133 Plus2.0-derived CD34 expression, as was shown by others. 9,55,56 Importantly, relatively strong associations exist between Mutation present (or absent) groups denoted with (ϩ) or (Ϫ). The reference category for binary mutation markers is mutation absent (Ϫ). The reference category for the combined aberration in FLT3 ITD and NPM1 is both mutations absent.
*EVI expression categorized with the reference category EVI Ͻ 1.15.
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For personal use only. on April 10, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From expression levels of CD34, BAALC, MN1, ERG, and ABCB1. Consequently, expression values of all these markers inversely correlate with the presence of mutant NPM1. These interactions indicate that these markers will have similar value in risk stratification of AML and should therefore be taken into account when prognostic scores based on selected markers are constructed.
By univariable analyses, we confirmed the prognostic ability of previously established markers in intermediate-risk AML: CEBPA DM and NPM1 mutations as indicators for favorable OS and EFS [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and FLT3 ITD mutations as markers for poor response to therapy. [3] [4] [5] 57 High expression of BAALC, CD34, MN1, and ERG all express unfavorable prognostic value with regard to OS and EFS, which is in line with earlier publications. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 53 Importantly, expression of CD34 mRNA strongly associates with poor OS and EFS.
In multivariable analyses, CEBPA DM independently predicts favorable outcome, whereas CD34 and ERG are independent predictors for inferior OS and EFS. ERG expression has emerged as a strong negative predictor in multivariate analyses previously 54 ; however, in this model, CD34 expression is the strongest expression marker for poor outcome. By conducting a model selection in both Cox proportional hazards regression models and survival trees, it becomes evident that CEBPA DM and CD34 expression stands out as the most prominent predictors for treatment outcome. Although the value of CD34 protein expression has been controversial, 36 CD34 mRNA appears to be notably valuable in AML risk stratification.
Although stratification based on expression levels is challenging, the usage of standardized protocols and Affymetrix GeneChips may facilitate the implementation of gene expression level analyses. Indeed, because many laboratories currently use Affymetrix GeneChips, the results of these types of analyses may be relatively easily implemented.
We developed a simplified stratification rule of intermediaterisk AML, which identifies 2 distinctive groups of patients with survival characteristics being similar to the generally established favorable and poor risk cytogenetic subgroups, respectively. We acknowledge that the proposed stratification needs further validation in future studies and will probably be improved with new emerging knowledge. Nevertheless, the model presented here discloses several particularly interesting associations with respect to the hierarchy of the prognostic importance of a scale of molecular biomarkers and adds to the understanding of the heterogeneity of intermediate-risk AML. 
